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Penalized projetion estimators of the Aalen multipliativeintensity.Patriia REYNAUD-BOURETGeorgia Institute of TehnologyE-mail: Patriia.Reynaud-Bouretens.fr6th Deember 2002AbstratWe study the problem of non parametri estimation of the intensity of ountingproesses satisfying the Aalen multipliative intensity model. To do so, we use modelseletion tehniques and more preisely penalized projetion estimators for a randominner produt. For histogram estimators, under some assumptions on the proess,we obtain adaptive results for the minimax risk. In general, for more intriate (pre-ditable) models, we only obtain orale inequalities. The study is ompleted by somesimulations in the right-ensoring model.AMS Classiation: 62G07, 62M09.Keywords: penalized projetion estimators, model seletion, ounting proesses, multi-pliative intensity model.1 IntrodutionLet us rst present the proesses with Aalen multipliative intensity. Let (Nt)t≥0 be aounting proess i.e. a nondereasing random pieewise onstant funtion with N0 = 0.This proess generates lassially a ltration (Ft)t≥0 and with respet to this ltration,
(Nt)t≥0 has a ompensator (Λt)t≥0, i.e. a nondereasing random funtion suh that (Mt =
Nt − Λt)t≥0 is a martingale.The ounting proess (Nt)t≥0 veries the Aalen multipliative intensity model if we anwrite:
dΛt = Yts(t)dt, (1.1)where Y = (Yt)t≥0 is a nonnegative preditable proess and where s is a deterministifuntion.The purpose of this paper is to estimate the intensity s on [0, τ ] using the observations of
(Nt)t≥0 and (Yt)t≥0. Let us rst give some examples of proesses with Aalen multipliativeintensity.The easiest ase is the time Poisson proess. It orresponds to the ase where Yis onstant. Many works deal with the non parametri estimation of the intensity of aPoisson proess: let us mention the work of M. Rudemo [22℄ for histogram and kernelestimators, the work of W.-C. Kim and J.-Y. Koo [12℄ for wavelet estimators and the workof L. Cavalier and J.-Y. Koo [9℄ for thresholding proedures. Model seletion proeduresare also used in [19℄. 1
Another simple example is the proess dened by (Nt = 1IX≤t, t ≥ 0) where X is apositive random variable with density f . This proess has only one jump and veries (1.1)with Yt = 1IX≥t and with s(t) = f(t)/P(X ≥ t). The funtion s is the hazard rate of
X. If X represents the life time of some patient, s(t) represents the probability that thepatient stays alive after time t if he is alive at time t.The observations of life times an sometimes be ensored. This is the ase when thepatient goes away from the hospital study. Then the death time is not observed butwe know that he was alive when leaving the study. This situation is modeled by someother positive random variable U independent of X and the observations are the variables





N it and Yt = n∑
i=1
Y it for all t ≥ 0. (1.2)For instane in the right-ensoring model, the aggregated Y is a non inreasing proesswith integer values and with Y0 = n the number of observations.Let us x t, then Ytrepresents the number of events (deaths or departures) whih happen after time t.The problem of estimating the hazard rate in this model is well known. For instane, letus mention the work of A. Antoniadis, G. Grégoire and G. Nason [3℄ for wavelets estimatorson sieves and the referenes therein and the work of C. Kooperberg, C.J. Stone and Y.K.Truong [13℄ for splines estimators. Moreover there exist some model seletion adaptiveproedures due to S. Döhler and L. Rüshendorf [10℄. The same method is used by G.Castellan and F. Letué [8℄ for the Cox model with right-ensorship.Many other examples of proesses with multipliative intensity are mentioned in thebook of P.K. Andersen, O. Borgan, R. Gill and N. Keiding [1℄. For instane, if (Xt)t≥0is a Markov proess with nite state spae, the ounting proess (Nhjt , t ≥ 0), where Nhjtrepresents the number of transitions from h to j before time t, has a multipliative intensityof the form (1.1) where s is the transition intensity from h to j and where Y is denedby (Yt = 1IX(t)=h, t ≥ 0). We an also dispose of a n-sample of i.i.d. ounting proessesorresponding to eah individual Markov proesses and aggregate them by (1.2). Theaggregated proess Y is again integer valued and bounded by n: at time t, Yt represents thenumber of individuals in state h. This situation models for instane the healthy-diseasedtransitions (see Example I.3.10 in [1℄).There exist also ases where the proess annot be divided into individual proesses,and so annot be written as in (1.2). This is the ase for the model of Drosophila iesmatings proposed in Example III.1.10 of [1℄. However this model veries the multipliativeintensity property (1.1) with a Y , whih, in some sense, always orresponds to a numberof events whih may arrive after time t and whih is bounded by a known onstant.Many papers onsider the problem of estimating s in the general Aalen multipliativeintensity model. One of the rst paper on this subjet is due to H. Ramlau-Hansen [18℄ whoproves onsisteny and asymptoti normality results for some kernel estimators with xedbandwidth. G. Grégoire [11℄ gives a data-driven riterion to hoose the bandwidth of theRamlau-Hansen estimators by ross-validation and proves also onsisteny and asymptoti2










f2(t)Y ′t dt, (1.3)where Y ′t = Yt/A. This is not the ontrast used by S. Döhler and L. Rüshendorf [10℄: theyuse a log-likelihood ontrast whih is muh more intriate to deal with than the least-squareone, though it is elebrated and gives good results.The projetion estimator of s on a nite dimensional linear subspae S is then denedby















hλ. (1.6)If we want to estimate s by a projetion estimator, we have to orretly hoose thesubspae S. If we want to do some adaptive estimation, this subspae or model must behosen via a data driven riterion. To ahieve this goal, we introdue a family of models(nite dimensional linear subspaes) {Sm,m ∈ MA} and we assoiate to eah Sm the3
projetion estimator ŝm of s on it. Let us take a penalty denoted pen, whih is a positivefuntion on MA, independent of s and, if neessary, random. Then to nd a good model,it is suient to minimize the following data driven riterion:
m̂ = argminm∈MA (γA(ŝm) + pen(m)) , (1.7)and the penalized projetion estimator (p.p.e.), s̃ is dened by ŝm̂.A good penalty is a penalty whih gives orale type inequality, i.e an inequality ofthe form:
||s− s̃||2 ≤ C inf
m∈MA
(
||s − sm||2 + pen(m)
)




f2(t)E(Y ′t )dt. (1.9)If ||s − sm||2 + pen(m) ≃ ||s − ŝm||, we say that one has a true orale inequality. Thismeans that up to some onstant the p.p.e. s̃ does as well as the best possible estimator inthe family {ŝm,m ∈ MA} without knowing s. This proves the adaptivity of the p.p.e. inthe family {ŝm,m ∈ MA}.The hoie of the family of models is also very important. For the density estimation[6℄, the models used have to be suh that the innity norm of the funtions f in the model
Sm is well ontrolled by their L2-norm. Here we enounter the same problem and weneed the same ontrol between the innity norm and the random norm. Therefore wehave restrited ourselves to the ases where we know an orthonormal basis of the modelsfor the random norm. Then we an easily hek on this basis that the oeients in theorthonormal deomposition (and onsequently the L2-norm) have good omparison vis avis the innity norm of the funtions. We deal thus with two ases.The rst one is the histogram ase. The basis is lear but we must restrit ourselves toaggregated proesses (1.2) to be able to ontrol the variane term of the estimator. This isdone in Setion 2. Under these assumptions, we are able to prove orale type inequality forwell hosen penalties and families of models. We are also able to prove minimax results.For other deterministi models, there is apparently no lear omparison between therandom norm and the innity norm in the model.The seond ase deals with random preditable models. They are built as follows.If {ϕλ, λ ∈ m} is a lassial deterministi orthonormal basis of L2([0, 1], dt), typially apart of a Fourier basis, then {hλ = ϕλ/√Y ′, λ ∈ m} beomes, when Y ′ is positive, anorthonormal basis for the random produt. The model Sm = Span{hλ, λ ∈ m} is thereforea random preditable subspae where we an ensure good omparison between innitynorm and random norm if the {ϕλ, λ ∈ m} are well hosen (Fourier or wavelet basis). Oneof the advantages of these models is to allow us to remove the aggregation assumptionamong many other tehnial assumptions. We prove orale type inequality for this ase inSetion 3.Setion 4 ontains simulation studies of those two strategies in the right-ensoringmodel and ompares these results with already existing estimators.The last part of the present paper is devoted to the proofs of the main results.4
2 Histogram quasi-least square estimatorsThe purpose of this setion is to treat deterministi histogram models. We therefore makethe following assumptions:Assumption 2.
• N is an aggregated proess (see (1.2)), with preditable proess Y and with individualproesses N1, ..., Nn and Y 1, ..., Y n.
• Eah Y i is bounded by 1.
• The number of individual jumps of the N i is bounded by a known positive onstant





















1II . (2.1)It is more onvenient to deal with this quasi-least square estimator (i.e. the projetionestimator of s on S′m) than with the projetion estimator of s on Sm, beause ŝm isbounded. 5










1IIYts(t)dt.Note that if bI = 0 then aI = 0 and the orresponding oeient of sm is zero. Let












1II .The distane between s and ŝm an be divided in the following way:
||s− ŝm||2rand = ||s− s′m||2rand + ||s′m − ŝm||2rand. (2.2)The rst term is a bias term whih, unlike for density estimation (see [6℄), is now random.We an bound it by:






,assuming that there is less intervals than n i.e. |m| ≤ n. Therefore the expetation of thebias term is less than





= ||s− sdetm ||2det +
R2
n


















.Then this expetation lies between r|m|/n and R|m|/n, if s is upper bounded by R andlower bounded by r.If all the previous approximations are liit, the variane term must grow like the di-mension of the model Sm when the bias term dereases.6
2.2 Penalized least square histogramsIf we want to nd a good model, we must balane the bias term and the variane term butwe must do this through a data driven riterion, without knowing s.Let {S′m,m ∈ MA} be the family of models orresponding to the family of partitions
MA of [0, 1].The best partition or the best model, the one whih we would hoose if we knew s isalled the orale and is dened by:





m||2rand + ||s′m − ŝm||2rand)
≃ argminm∈MAE(−||ŝm||
2





Im).The symbol ≃ indiates that the expetations are not equal but that if the oeients of
ŝm − s′m are lose to zero, the expetations are lose to eah other.Moreover we have,
||ŝm||2rand = −γA(ŝm).Hene in estimating the previous quantities, we are going to hoose the model m̂ givenby (1.7) with the penalty that veries pen(m) is an estimate of two times the varianeterm.The equation (2.6) orresponds to the ISE minimization for kernel estimators done byG. Grégoire who does an unbias estimation of the risk by a leave-one out proedure.Here we hoose the partition by the general penalized data-driven riterion given in(1.7). But to prove that a penalty is well hosen we have to prove an inequality of thetype (1.8). Hene we need to understand how far away m̂ an be from the orale. Morepreisely, we have to understand the behavior of χ2Im and see if the penalty overestimateit or not.2.3 Control of the hi-square statistiThe behavior of the χ2Im 's are however very diult to ontrol. Thus we bound them by




















(dN it − Y it s(t)dt)
)
.We an thus apply the reent version of Talagrand's inequality obtained by E. Rio [21℄.Proposition 1. Under Assumption 2, for all ε, x > 0,
P





















































t − Y it s(t)dt)whih are entered variables, it is very easy to derive the previous bound, knowing thatthe number of jumps of the N i is bounded by K and that Y i is bounded by 1.We an restrit the supremum to a ountable dense family of δ in order to arefully applythe result of Rio. But by density, this leads to the present result. We an also nd a large event on whih the behavior of Zm is sub-Gaussian, as P. Massartdoes for estimating the density of an i.i.d. n-sample in [15℄.Proposition 2. Let ε be a positive number and let Ωm(ε) be the event
Ωm(ε) =
{
∀I ∈ m, |(NI/n) − aI | ≤
(
2ε




.Then under Assumption 2, for all positive x,
P










































t − Y it s(t)dt).If we apply Talagrand's inequality to this last supremum with z = √(2Rmx)/n, we getpreisely the previous result. We an obtain the same kind of result replaing Rm by every upper bound on Rm.The last part of Assumption 2 is a tehnial assumption preisely here to derive Propo-sitions 1 and 2. If we had a Bernstein's type inequality instead of Talagrand's inequalityfor the suprema, we might be able to remove the assumption of the existene of K andtreat also Markovian models too by the same method.8
2.4 Orale inequalitiesWe an now onstrut orale inequalities. The rst one is a bound in probability on a largeevent, for the random norm. The seond one is an expetation bound for the deterministinorm.Theorem 1. Let N be a ounting proess with multipliative intensity Yts(t) (see (1.1))satisfying Assumption 2. Assume that s is bounded by an unknown positive R.Let Γ be a xed regular partition of [0, 1] (i.e. onstruted on equally spaed points). Let
MA be a family of partitions whih are onstruted with unions of intervals of Γ. For agiven penalty pen on MA, let s̃ be the assoiated penalized projetion estimator (see (1.4)).Assume that:1. there exist µ and ρ stritly positive suh that inf
I∈Γ
(|Γ|αI) ≥ µ and inf
I∈Γ
(|Γ|βI) ≥ ρ,2. there exists a nite family of positive weights on MA, (Lm)m∈MA suh that
∑
m∈MA













.Then there exists a large event Ω(d) suh that for all η positive, there exists positive on-tinuous funtions C,C ′ and C ′′ suh that
P(Ω(d)c) ≤ C ′′(d,K,R, ρ, µ)/nηand suh that on Ω(d), for all ξ > 0 with probability larger than 1 − Σe−ξ,
||s− s̃||2rand ≤ C(d) inf
m∈MA
{








,where RΓ = supI∈Γ αIβI .Corollary 1. Under the previous assumptions and notations, for the penalized least squarehistogram estimator desribed in Theorem 1 there exist positive ontinuous funtions H and
H ′ suh that
E(||s− s̃||2det) ≤ H(d) inf
m∈MA
(







.The weights Lm an be onstant if the family of partitions has for instane at most onemodel per dimension. Then these orale type inequalities beome true orale inequalitiesand the p.p.e. is adaptive in the family {ŝm,m ∈ MA}.The orale type inequality of Theorem 1 is a probability bound. It is therefore astronger result than the one of Corollary 1. But for the minimax risk, it is better to haveorale inequality for deterministi loss funtion (here ||.||2det).9
We an ompare this penalized model seletion to the model seletion built in [10℄ forthe right-ensoring ase. In [10℄, the penalty is very large (in exp(exp(R)))) and dependson the knowledge of a bound on s. Here the penalty is linear in R and as we deal withhistogram estimators, we an estimate the bound on s by R̃Γ. We see in the simulations(see Setion 4), that when the penalty is too large, the estimator behaves poorly and C(d)beomes very large. However the estimators built in [10℄ apply to various types of modelswhile we an only prove orale inequalities for histogram estimators.The weights Lm are here to take into aount the omplexity of the family of models.We refer to [7℄ for an extensive list of appliations of these weights. Suh appliationsould also be done here, but we annot see their performanes sine we restrit ourselvesto the histogram models.2.5 Minimax riskThe orale inequalities imply that the p.p.e. is adaptive in this family {ŝm,m ∈ MA}:without knowing s it nds the best possible estimator in the family, up to some multiplia-tive onstant for the risk. But we may also want to ompare it with all the other possibleestimators. This is the aim of this minimax study.We know that the histograms have good approximation properties for α-hölderianfuntions with 0 < α < 1. Hene we hope that the p.p.e. given in Theorem 1 willhave good minimax properties for suh set of funtions.Let L and r be positive onstants and let
HL,α,r =
{














2α+1 .The above assumptions are true in many situations. For instane, in the right-ensoringmodel, Es(Y 1t ) is less than 1 and larger than exp−(r + L).We also remark that the exponent in n is the rate of onvergene of the lassialregression problem.We now want to ompare the risk of s̃ built in Theorem 1 with the minimax risk. Letus look at the following lassial strategy: |Γ| = 2J is of order n/ ln2 n and we take thesub-partitions, m, of Γ whih are also regular with 2j intervals and j less than J . There isat most one model by dimension, so we an take onstant weights (Lm = 1, for instane) tobuild the penalty and onsequently the p.p.e. We all this strategy the nested histogramstrategy. Now let us apply Corollary 1. 10
If s is in HL,α,r, the bias ||s− sdetm ||2det is bounded by L2|m|−2ας where ς = ∫ 10 E(Y 1t )dt.When n tends to innity, we obtain taking m suh that |m| is of order (nςL2/R)1/(2α+1)(whih is less than |Γ| for n large enough)












.We an ompare this bound to the lower bound found in Proposition 3. One gets the exatpower in n and in L. The bound R on s replaes r the inmum of s. The quantity ςreplaes µ2α+1M−2α and represents the order of magnitude of E(Y 1t ).This means that s̃ without knowing α and L (depending on s) does as well as the bestpossible estimator whih knows this fat. In this sense, s̃ is an adaptive estimator forthe α-hölderian funtions with 0 < α < 1.3 Preditable modelsWe have seen what an easily be done for aggregated proesses. Let us remove this as-sumption and deal with preditable models. We keep the notations introdued in (1.3)and (1.5).We assume Assumption 1 and the following fat.Assumption 3. There exists c positive suh that if Yt < c, for some t > 0, then Yt = 0.For a Poisson proess, one has A = c. For the other examples, Y is an integer-valuedfuntion and c = 1 works.The aggregated ase leads us to think that A plays the same role as n. Consequently,the asymptoti point of view in this framework is A tends to innity. On the other hand,
c is onsidered as a xed onstant, independent of A.3.1 Constrution and risk for one modelLet Jt be 1IYt 6=0. The family of models is then built as follows: let {ϕλ, λ ∈ Γ} be a lassialorthonormal basis for L2([0, 1], dt); let MA be a family of subsets of Γ. Then for m in MA,we set Sm = Span{hλ(.) = (ϕλ(.)/√Y ′. ) J., λ ∈ m}. Let ŝm be the projetion estimatorassoiated to Sm and dened by (1.4). Let also |m| be the ardinality of m.Let us also dene the following observable event:
Ω = {∀t ≥ 0, Yt 6= 0}. (3.1)We will see later that in many situations, Ω has a very large probability to happen when














.Then we an write
||s− ŝm||2rand = ||s− sm||2rand + ||sm − ŝm||2rand.11


















dt.Thus, the bias term orresponds to the lassial L2([0, 1], dt) error when one projets s√Y ′on Span{ϕλ, λ ∈ m}. If m grows, this term generally dereases.The seond term orresponds to a χ2-type statistis and behaves quite dierently: on























, for all t ≥ 0.But, on Ω, C(m)1 is onstant and moreover if r ≤ s ≤ R, then r|m|A ≤ C(m)1 ≤ R|m|A .Hene, if χ(m)21 is lose to C(m)1, it inreases like the dimension of the model.3.2 Penalized projetion estimatorAgain, if we want to nd a good model, we must balane the bias term and the varianeterm, but we must do this through a data driven riterion, without knowing s. Thereforewe use (1.7) and we obtain s̃, the p.p.e. for the family of models {Sm,m ∈ MA}.Here there also exists an heuristi argument. We an also dened an orale, the bestmodel, the one whih we ould hoose if we knew s:
m̄ = argminm∈MA ||s− ŝm||
2
rand (3.3)
= argminm∈MA − ||sm||
2
rand + ||sm − ŝm||2rand
≃ argminm∈MA − ||ŝm||
2
rand + 2||sm − ŝm||2rand




1.The approximations (≃) are good if (as in the histogram ase) the oeients of sm − ŝmare lose to their expetation whih is 0. If χ(m)21 is lose to C(m)1, a penalty of the form
2c|m|/A would be onvenient (where c is of the order of s). Again we found the fator 2whih always appears when doing this kind of heuristi and whih is due to Mallows [14℄in the Gaussian framework.The study of the probabilisti behavior of χ(m)t around its ompensator has been madein [20℄.3.3 Orale inequalitiesWe an now derive orale type inequalities for preditable models.12




ϕ2λ||∞ ≤ Φ|m|.2. There exists a nite family of positive weights on MA, (Lm)m∈MA suh that
∑
m∈MA














.Then there exist positive ontinuous funtions C and C ′ suh that on Ω dened by (3.1),one has
E(||s− s̃||2rand1IΩ) ≤ C(d) inf
m∈MA
(





.As the models are random, we an only derive orale inequalities for the random norm.Probability bounds exist but are muh more intriate than in Theorem 1 (see Part 5).The lassial ase is when {ϕλ, λ ∈ Γ} is a Fourier basis {exp(−2ikπx), k ∈ Z} with
MA = {mk = {−k, k}, k ≥ 0}, then |mk| = 2k + 1 and Lmk = 4 ln k. The onstant Φ inthe theorem is then equal to 1. In pratie we must take a nite family of models i.e. take
k ≤ A for instane.We an also onsider a wavelet basis {ϕj,k, j ≥ 0, k ≥ 0} with regularity h and MA =
{ml, l ≥ 0} where mj = {(l, k), l ≤ j}. If the wavelet has nite support, Φ dened inTheorem 2 depends only on the hoie of the basis.As the family of models is nested in both previous ases, the penalty is of order
|m|R log(|m|)/A. Thus we reover an orale inequality up to a logarithmi fator, sinethe variane term is of order |m|/A. We an think of more omplex family of models (i.e.more models with the same dimension). If the number of models with dimension D inthe family is of order a power of D, we an have the same kind of penalty and we alsoreover orale inequalities up to a logarithmi fator. If the number of models with samedimension D is of order eD, the penalty must be of order R|m|γ/A, for γ > 1. It is reallylarger than the variane term and there is no longer an orale inequality.When one has an orale inequality, one an also say that the p.p.e. is adaptive in thefamily {ŝm,m ∈ MA}. But as we do not know the approximation properties of the randomspaes Sm, we annot, in general, onsider adaptivity properties in the minimax sense.However, if N is a Poisson proess, Yt is a deterministi onstant. This fat impliesthat all the norms are deterministi. In this ase, let us assume that s belongs to
B(ρ, L,Bα2,2) =
{
t = ρ+ u : t ≥ 0,
∫ 1
0
u dx = 0, u ∈ Bα2,2, ||u||α2,2 ≤ L
}
,13
where Bα2,2 is the lassial Besov spae with regularity α, 1/2 ≤ α ≤ h and with L2-norm.Consider the last strategy with a wavelet family of regularity h. Then ompromisingbetween the penalty and the bias in the orale inequality, we obtain when A tends toinnity:













.This is the minimax rate (see [19℄) up to the logarithmi fator and the replaement of ∫ 10 sby R. Therefore, the resulting p.p.e. is adaptive in the minimax sense for all the Besovballs with regularity less than h, up to a logarithmi fator.This logarithmi fator is atually not needed in the Poisson ase: in [19℄, it is provedthat penalties of the type R|m|/A with the same previous families of models gives oraleinequalities without logarithmi fator and onsequently minimax rate without logarithmifator. If we apply Theorem 2, whih is valid for more general proesses, the weights Lmare onstant and the last term explodes with Σ for large families of models: there is nolonger an orale inequality.The same kind of remark an be made if we want to use a more omplex family ofmodels (i.e. more models with the same dimension in the family of models). In thePoisson framework, there exist penalties of the type R|m|(logA)/A whih are proved togive up to some logarithmi fator orale inequalities. Applying Theorem 2 to the sametype of strategies give an explosive last term. However, the ounting proesses are verywell adapted to biomedial data. In suh ases, the number of observations n ≃ A is notvery large and if we also take a small number of models, there is no longer an explosivephenomenon. This justies the interest in having non-asymptoti results.3.4 ImprovementEstimation of R: The fat that the penalty depends on the knowledge of a bound on san be a nuisane. In some ases, we an estimate this bound.Let Γ be a regular partition of [0, 1]. Suppose that s is L,α-hölderian, and let sΓ be theprojetion of s for the random norm on the spae of histograms with partition Γ. Then









































.The omplementary of this last event is very small (it has probability of order o(A−η),for all η > 0) if we assume the proess to be aggregated and Assumption 2 (or moment14
assumptions). Then we an apply Bernstein's inequality to ∫I dM/A and to ∫I s(t)Y ′t dt.On Ω∩Ω(d)c, the estimator is bounded and one an onlude as in the proof of Corollary 1.Magnitude of Ω: In the aggregated ases, Ω is a very large event and we an alsogive an orale type inequality for E(||s− s̃||2rand).Let us look more preisely at the right-ensoring model. In this ase A = n and
Y ′t =
∑n



















∣Y ′t − E(Y 1t )
∣
∣

















J.,and this even if we are not in Ω. This estimator is a projetion estimator only on Ω. We dothe model seletion as in Theorem 2. As these estimators are always bounded, we proeedas in Corollary 1 and we an bound E(||s− s̃||2rand) (on the whole probability spae) by thesame kind of bound as in Theorem 2.4 SimulationsThe aim of this setion is not to provide an extensive simulation study but to just presentan illustration of the previous methods. We restrit ourself to the right-ensoring model(see the Introdution).The life timesX1, ...,Xn are generated for a given hazard rate s on [0, 1]. The ensorship
U1, ...Un are generated as uniform variables on [0, 2]. We observe Ti = Xi ∧ Ui and Di =
1ITi=Xi , for all i less than n. Some of the T 's will be outside of [0, 1]: this is a good asesine it ensures that we are on the event Ω of the previous setion.At the end of the interval, there are sometimes few points to see, so it is well knownthat all the estimators of the hazard rate beome ineient. To take this into aount, therandom norm ||s− s̃||2rand is a good quantity sine the multipliation by Y ′ gives less weightto the end of the interval. Moreover this norm is not just onvenient, it is very lose tothe Kullbak-Leibler distane as we have seen when we have done minimax omputationsin Setion 2.5 and in Setion 5. This random norm is denoted by Risk on the gures.Five dierent methods are ompared here and this only for some examples. We do notpretend to give preise formula for the penalty but just some penalties whih work quitewell.The regular histogram strategy (R.H.S.) onsists in taking all the regular parti-tions of [0, 1] up to a ertain number of intervals whih is the minimum of the number of15

















,i.e. the weights Lm of Theorem 1 are of the form log(n/|m|) to ensure the onvergene of
Σ. The progressive histogram strategy (P.H.S.) is speially reated to take into a-ount the fat that we have a poor estimation near 1. It onsists in taking partitionswhose intervals are small near 0 and large near 1. More preisely, we add to the familyof regular partitions i.e. the partitions of the form {0, 1/N, 2/N, ..., (N − 1)/N, 1}, par-titions whih progress in a polynomial way, i.e. of the form {0, 1k/Nk, 2k/Nk, ..., (N −
1)k/Nk, 1}, and also partitions whih progress in an exponential way, i.e of the form




.The Fourier strategy (F.S.) is the strategy desribed in the previous setion. The






R̃Γ + log |m|)2.In order to have simple formulas, we also delete the seond term of the penalty whih issmaller than the other terms.If d is well hosen in all the previous strategies, the penalized riteria must estimatethe risks of eah projetion estimator and be lose to those risks up to the additive term
||s||2rand. The last strategy is then the minimal riteria strategy (M.C.S.) whih hoosesbetween the four previous estimators the one with the smallest penalized riteria.Of ourse before omputing this last strategy (M.C.S), we have to nd good parameters
d for R.H.S, E.H.S, P.H.S and F.S. whih ensure that the penalized riteria are lose tothe risks of the projetion estimators. 16
Number of uncensored data: 65 
Number of data in [0,1] : 98
Hazard rate : 
d = 2 : Risk = 0.035   
d = 100 : Risk = 0.9 
d = 0.1 : Risk = 0.069










Figure 1: Example of the inuene of d for the regular histogram strategy4.1 Inuene of dTo illustrate the inuene of d, let us look at the easiest strategy: the regular histogramstrategy (R.H.S.).In Figure 1, the unknown hazard rate is already an histogram. If the penalty is equalto 2R̃|m|/n (i.e. d = 2), the p.p.e. reovers the right model with two intervals. If d = 100,the proedure gives a very large data-driven riteria for large dimension and the p.p.e.nds the model with only one interval. If d = 0.1, the penalty is not large enough. Thep.p.e. nds a model with too many intervals (here 4). The best ase (or the orale, i.e.the model hosen if we knew s) is the one found by the proedure for d = 2.For the lassial model seletion tehniques in Gaussian frameworks [7℄, we might havevery poor estimators for d < 1, and quite good estimators for d > 1. But here thisdihotomy is not so preise. Atually there exists a large interval of possible d around 1whih work well. This is probably due to the presene of R̃ whih ould overestimate thesize of s and whih is not present in the penalty in the Gaussian ase of [7℄ sine, there,even the variane term does not depend on the funtion to estimate.However a Mallows type heuristis (i.e. with d = 2) seems to work very well for theR.H.S. on a lot of examples.There exists methods to estimate a proper d by a data-driven riterion in the Gaussianframework. This is the work of E. Lebarbier in her PhD Thesis. We do not try here to do17
Number of data in [0;1]  : 460
















Figure 2: Results for a pieewise onstant funtion. (M.C.S.=P.H.S)this kind of work whih is long and ompliated.For the E.H.S, the P.H.S and the F.S., we have found good d's with the same kindof analysis as before. In these ases, there also exist intervals of possible d on whih theestimator is lose to the orale. However for the E.H.S and for the F.S., d = 2 is too large.This is probably due to the fat that the penalty ontains a logarithmi term whih annotbe removed: if we try to remove it, the p.p.e. would be under-penalized and would ndmodels with too large dimension.For the P.H.S, d = 2 is too small. This is probably due to the fat that there is muhmore than one model by dimension even if we an also take onstant weights Lm.Hene in all the following simulations we set:
• for the R.H.S. d = 2.
• for the E.H.S. d = 0.4.
• for the P.H.S. d = 2.5.
• for the F.S. d = 1.
18
Number of data in [0,1] : 470














Figure 3: Results for a smooth funtion. (M.C.S.=F.S)
19
4.2 Comparison of the dierent strategiesWe have omputed the risk for the four methods on various sets of funtions. Figures 2 and3 present what happens for two partiular examples where we learly see the dierenesbetween the three kind of estimators by histograms. The M.C.S. method gives in bothase the estimator with minimum risk (i.e. the P.H.S. for Figure 2 and the F.S. for Figure3). Figures 4 and 5 present the hazard rate funtions and Figure 6 gives the risk of thedierent estimators. More preisely, for eah kind of hazard rates with a ensorship whihis uniform on [0, 2], we simulate either 200 or 500 data. All the results are given in meanover 200 aumulations.Some of the simulated observations are bigger than 1 and this is the reason why weindiate the number of data whih are stritly between 0 and 1 and also the number ofunensored data. We also give the most frequent hoie of the M.C.S. to see if it orrespondsto the minimum of the risk. Of ourse the risk of the M.C.S. is not exatly the one of themost frequent hoie beause sometimes the M.C.S. hooses something dierent. Whentwo strategies are hosen with approximately the same frequeny by the M.C.S., we havegiven both names.The rst remark is that, for a xed hazard and a xed method, the risk seems toderease with the number of variables. Moreover this risk is proportional to s as we ansee for the funtions 1 and 2. This has to be taken into aount when omparing the resultsfor dierent types of funtions.The risk is larger when the funtion is not in the family of models we are using, and thishappens even when the funtion is pieewise onstants but its partition does not belongto the family of partitions we have taken. For instane it explains why for the funtion 4the risk of the E.H.S is bigger for 500 observations than for 200: the way we have built thebiggest partition Γ gives a regular partition with 8 intervals for 500 observations and with

























































































funtion 12 funtion 13 funtion 14Figure 5: Hazard rates to estimate (2nd part).
Hazard Data Unensored R.H.S. P.H.S. E.H.S. F.S. M.C.S. Choierates in [0, 1] data of200 500 200 500 200 500 200 500 200 500 200 500 200 500 M.C.S.1 163 408 99 249 0.007 0.003 0.008 0.004 0.004 0.002 0.032 0.020 0.014 0.005 R.H.S.2 186 467 142 357 0.013 0.005 0.015 0.006 0.010 0.004 0.119 0.072 0.023 0.008 R.H.S.3 195 487 144 360 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.4 0.01 0.28 0.16 0.04 0.01 R.H.S.4 185 462 152 380 0.107 0.08 0.09 0.04 0.06 0.13 0.31 0.21 0.09 0.04 P.H.S.5 193 484 159 400 0.07 0.02 0.13 0.02 0.43 0.02 0.40 0.23 0.12 0.02 R.H.S.6 190 477 160 402 0.10 0.03 0.07 0.02 0.14 0.02 0.33 0.22 0.07 0.02 P.H.S.7 140 350 54 134 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.01 F.S./R.H.S.8 140 349 66 168 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.01 R.H.S.9 163 407 108 271 0.06 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.03 F.S.10 163 408 104 261 0.06 0.05 0.09 0.05 0.20 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.02 F.S.11 188 469 157 391 0.22 0.17 0.17 0.10 0.23 0.19 0.21 0.10 0.18 0.10 P.H.S.12 186 465 131 327 0.25 0.17 0.26 0.19 0.34 0.21 0.10 0.07 0.12 0.07 F.S.13 186 465 152 380 0.26 0.12 0.16 0.11 0.27 0.15 0.10 0.06 0.14 0.07 F.S/P.H.S.14 171 428 115 289 0.15 0.08 0.21 0.10 0.21 0.12 0.17 0.10 0.18 0.10 F.S./R.H.S.Figure 6: Risks for the dierent estimators.22
Hazard rate
P.H.S = E.H.S.
Number of uncensored data  : 230
R.H.S. Risk: 0.32
F.S. Risk : 0.067
   Risk : 0.25










Figure 7: Estimation for a Gamma distribution. (M.C.S.=F.S)does not ahieve the minimal risk, its risk is always of the same order as the minimum ofthe risks.4.3 Comparison with other existing resultsIn this paragraph, we want to ompare our estimators to the one given by A. Antoniadis,G. Grégoire and G. Nason in [3℄. Their estimator is a wavelet estimator and they hoosethe oeients to keep by a ross-validation riterion. Therefore, their estimator has thesame quality as ours: this is a ompletely data-driven non parametri estimator.As their estimator is built on [0, τ ] where τ is the last observation, we do the followingresaling: we divide the observations by τ to obtain a new set of observations in [0, 1] andas the last point is always 1, we are always in Ω. This new set of observations has (if τ isdeterministi) an intensity of the form s̄(t) = τs(τt). We estimate it on [0, 1] by s̃ omingeither from the R.H.S.(d = 2), the P.H.S. (d = 2.5), the E.H.S. (d = 0.4), the F.S. (d = 1)or nally the M.C.S. Then the resulting estimator for s on [0, τ ] is ŝ(x) = s̃(x/τ)/τ .In the rst set of simulations, the Xi's follow a Gamma distribution with shape pa-rameter 5 and sale 1 and the Ui's follow an exponential distribution with mean 6. Theresults are displayed in Figure 7.
23
Number of uncensored data : 280
Hazard rate
R.H.S=P.H.S 
     Risk : 0.4
E.H.S. Risk : 0.23
F.S. Risk : 0.091







Figure 8: Estimation for a bimodal distribution. (M.C.S.=F.S)In the seond set of simulations, the Xi's have a bimodal density dened by
f = 0.8g + 0.2h,where g is the density of exp(Z/2) with Z having a standard normal distribution and where







(ŝ(tk) − s(tk))2.The AMSE2 error is dened for the rst simulation by the same kind of mean squarederror but only for the tk's less than 6. This is done in order to remove the eet of sarityof the observations. One has P(X > 6) = 0.25.For the seond simulations, after disussion with G. Grégoire, the AMSE2 is done for24
Distributions Gamma BimodalNumber of observations 200 500 200 500KAMSE 16 0.0644 0.0554 3.050 3.09032 0.0786 0.0554 4.060 1.82064 0.112 0.0995 2.080 1.970AMSE2 16 0.0058 0.0059 0.182 0.29532 0.0026 0.0021 0.152 0.06664 0.0025 0.0016 0.048 0.032Figure 9: Results of A. Antoniadis, G. Grégoire and G. Nason. (see [3, Table 2℄)the tk's less than 2. One has here that P(X > 2) = 0.16. (There is a small misprint in theirartile where 2.5 is written instead of 2 whih is inadequate sine P(X > 2.5) = 0.02.)All the errors are omputed over 200 simulations.We reall the results of [3℄ in Figure 9. As their proedure of estimation depend on the
tk's, there are three possible hoies for the partitions.We give AMSE, AMSE2 and the risk for our estimators in Figure 10. As our proeduresdo not depend on the hoie of the tk's, we nd the same order of magnitude for eahpossibility. The results presented here are given with 64 points regularly spaed.We see that the histograms strategy are better than theirs on the whole intervals inboth ases. This is due to the fat that histograms do not osillate as the end of theinterval where there are less and less observations : they are more robust. On the otherhand, histograms give larger result on the shorter intervals, beause they are less smooththan the F.S. strategy. The F.S. strategy whih is also, in this ase, the one hosen byM.C.S., gives results of the same order as the result of [3℄. The F.S. is better for thewhole interval (espeially for the Bimodal hazard rate), but is worse for AMSE2 with 200observations. However the same phenomenon appear : AMSE2 is really muh smaller thanAMSE in every ase.ConlusionIn onlusion, it seems that the methods introdued in Setion 2 and 3 an really be usedin pratie, they give results of the same order as other estimators and even better ones ifwe want to estimate the hazard rate as far as possible (i.e. until the last observation). TheF.S. for whih we are not able to prove minimax results in the general ase, seems to workquite well and gives smoother results than the histograms strategies. The M.C.S. whihassume that the penalized riterion is lose to the risk up to a onstant, allows us to takealmost the best estimator among an heterogeneous family of estimators (R.H.S., P.H.S.,E.H.S. and F.S) and seems to be more robust than eah individual strategy.
25
Distributions Gamma BimodalNumber of observations 200 500 200 500R.H.S. AMSE 0.0333 0.0376 0.894 0.789AMSE2 0.0086 0.0048 0.255 0.152Risk 0.278 0.179 0.559 0.321P.H.S. AMSE 0.0275 0.0224 1.107 0.862AMSE2 0.0069 0.0054 0.265 0.142Risk 0.246 0.190 0.617 0.338E.H.S. AMSE 0.0431 0.0315 1.384 0.832AMSE2 0.0123 0.0059 0.363 0.175Risk 0.397 0.243 0.865 0.415F.S. AMSE 0.055 0.0579 1.259 1.122AMSE2 0.0032 0.0012 0.150 0.051Risk 0.138 0.0817 0.426 0.183M.C.S. AMSE 0.055 0.0579 1.289 1.103AMSE2 0.0032 0.0012 0.160 0.051Risk 0.138 0.0817 0.437 0.185Figure 10: Results of the penalized projetion estimators.5 Proofs of the main results5.1 Proof of Theorem 1Proof. Let d be a real number larger than 1 and let ε be a positive ontinuous funtionof d whih we will hoose later. Let Ω(d) be the following event:
{
∀I ∈ Γ, |(NI/n) − aI | ≤
2ε
(K +R)(1 + ε−1)
βI ,
|(NI/n) − αI | ≤
ε
1 + ε












|(NI/n) − aI | ≥
2ε



















.For eah of these quantities one an use Bernstein's inequality, using the individual ountingproesses. All the quantities are sum of n independent and entered quantities. For therst probability, we have to deal with the sum of the (1/n) ∫ 10 1IIdN i − Y isdt's whih arerandom variables with variane (1/n2)αI . For the seond probability, we have to deal withthe sum of the (1/n) ∫ 10 1IIdN i −E(Y i)sdt's whih are random variables with variane lessthan (1/n2)αI . Eah is bounded byM = K+R divided by n. For the third probability, wehave to deal with the sum of the (1/n) ∫ 10 1II(Y i − E(Yi))dt's whih are random variables26





exp(−nβIh(ε,M,RΓ)) + exp(−nαIh′(ε,K,M)) + exp(−nβIh′′(ε))
]
,where h, h′ and h′′ are positive ontinuous funtions. Finally we get for some positiveontinuous funtion f :
P(Ω(d)c) ≤ 6 n
ln2 n
exp(−(ln n)2f(ε, ρ, µ,K,R))whih is, for xed η > 0 less, than some C ′′(d, ρ, µ,K, ||s||∞)/nη.Let us now look at Ω(d). Let m be some xed partition in MA. We know that byonstrution







.Using the fat that γA(g) = ||s− g||2rand − ||s||2rand − 2νn(g), we obtain:





(νn(f)/||f ||rand) ≤ sup
f∈Sm∪m′
(νn(f)/||f ||rand) = χm∪m′ .Hene,






||s− s̃||2rand + (1 + ε)χm∪m̂,using twie the fat that for all a, b, θ positive numbers,









||s− s′m||2rand + (1 + ε)χ2m∪m̂ − pen(m̂) + pen(m). (5.1)In order to ontrol χ2m∪m̂, we have to ontrol all the χ2m∪m′ for m′ in MA. First we bound
χ2m∪m′ by Z2m∪m′VΓ sine Sm∪m′ ⊂ SΓ. We ontrol all the Z2m∪m′ 's using Proposition 2with an upper bound on Rm∪m′ that we denote RΓ (this is an upper bound by additivity).27
As we are on Ω(d), by additivity we are on Ωm∪m′(ε) dened in Proposition 2, and we anwrite that for all xm′ positive, with probability larger than 1 − exp(−xm′),













 .We hoose xm′ = Lm′ |m′| + ξ. With probability larger than 1 − Σe−ξ, we ontrol all the
Zm∪m′ and also Zm∪m̂. After some easy omputations, we get on Ω(d) with probabilitylarger than 1 − Σe−ξ:






2 + (1 + ε)3(1 + ε−1)RΓ
|m|
n
+ (1 + ε)2(1 + ε−1)2
2RΓξ
n
.We now remark that we have built Ω(d) in suh a way that on Ω(d),
VΓ ≤ (1 + ε) and RΓ ≤ (1 + 2ε)R̃Γ.Taking ε suh that (1 + ε)5(1 + 2ε) = d, xes ε and nishes the proof. 5.2 Proof of Corollary 1Proof. Let us return to the proof of Theorem 1. One has
||s− s̃||2det = ||s− sdetΓ ||2det + ||sdetΓ − s̃||2det.On Ω(d), the random norm and the deterministi norms are equivalent for funtions in SΓ.Thus one has:
||sdetΓ − s̃||2det ≤ (1 + ε)||sdetΓ − s̃||2rand.Then on Ω(d), we get
||s− s̃||2det ≤ ||s− sdetΓ ||2det + 2(1 + ε)||s − sdetΓ ||2rand + 2(1 + ε)||s − s̃||2rand.We apply Theorem 1 to the last term and we integrate in ξ on Ω(d). We obtain after someomputations














.Using (2.3) and exhanging the expetations and the inmum, there existD andD′ positiveontinuous funtions suh that













.On Ω(d)c, we use the fat that ||s− s̃||∞ is bounded by R+Kn2 and also the upper boundon P(Ω(d)c) given by Theorem 1 with η = 3, to obtain the result. 28
5.3 Proof of Proposition 3Proof. Let ψ be a positive funtion on [0, 1] symmetri about 1/2, belonging to H1,α,0and suh that ψ(0) = 0. Then for all positive integers D, ψD(x) = LD−αψ(Dx) belongsto HL,α,0. Let us x the regular partition Γ of [0, 1] with D intervals. Let m be a set ofintervals of Γ and let any uI be the left extremity of any I in Γ.Then
sm = r +
∑
I∈m
ψD(x− uI),belongs to HL,α,r. Let C be a set suh that for all m,m′ in C, |m△m′| ≥ θD and








E(||s− ŝ||2det).But for all m 6= m′ in C,


























Ps(ŝ = s)).We next use a new version of Fano's lemma due to L. Birgé [5℄: the inmum of theprobabilities on the above right hand side is bounded by an absolute onstant α′ if theKullbak-Leibler distane is bounded by α′ log |C|. By the ombinatorial lemma previouslyused, the Kullbak-Leibler distane is suient to bound it by α′σD. But by taking theexpetation of the lassial formula for log-likelihood for ounting proesses, one has (see[1℄):













nMPL2D−2α.Finally, one xes D suh that
1
r
nMPL2D−2α ≃ α′σD.This leads to the result. 29
5.4 Proof of Theorem 2Proof. Let d be a positive real larger than 1 and let ε be a positive ontinuous funtionof d that we will hoose later. On Ω, we an perform the same omputations as in thehistogram ase to obtain:







.On Ω, one an see that














2vm′xm′ + bm′xm′ ,where
• vm′ is a deterministi bound on C(m′)1,





























+ (1 + ε−1)(1 + ε)
18ξ
A
+ (1 + ε−1)2
ξ2
A



















||s− s′m||2n + 2pen(m) + 2
[
(1 + ε−1)(1 + ε)
18ξ
A




.It remains to integrate in ξ. We nally obtain the result by a hange of variables and theBeppo-Levy Theorem. 30
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